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Store displays 
 
Here are various options to expose Scrubbis in store in the best possible way. 
 
 

1  Spear/Hooks 
Blister package hang on hooks. The blisters can be hung both up and down to make 
room for several packages on the spear. The text on the box is on both front and back 
 
 

2 Spear + USB stick 
Same as above but with the USB stick. USB stick containing demo and instructional 
videos on Scrubbis. It includes also images, photos , illustrations and presentations. 
The material of the USB stick can be used to display on a display in the store or on the 
website. You can also use the material in prints and posters. 

 Price USB stick: 3 EUR 
 
 

3 Spear + monitor 
Same as above but with 16” monitor mounted above the spear that shows the demo 
movie. 

 Price Monitor: 100 EUR 
 
 

4 Stand cardboard 
Specially developed Scrubbis cardboard stand to be placed flexibly 
and expose Scrubbis in the store. The stand will fit 6-8 Scrubbis 
package. At the top of the stand there is illustration of the Scrubbis 
functionality. 

 Price Stand without monitor: 50 EUR 
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5 Stand + Demo tub of water 
Same stand as above but with the demo tub of water. The tub contains water where customers can 
test Scrubbis and feel the buoyancy. The feeling the customer gets when ´the cleaning head floats 
up and pushes against the tilted plane shows how well Scrubbis works against the hull. 

 Price Water tub transparent PLEXI: 600 EUR 

 Price Large graphic signs: 25 EUR 
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6 Demo tub store 
The tub contains water where customers can test Scrubbis and feel the buoyancy. The feeling the 
customer gets when ´the cleaning head floats up and pushes against the tilted plane shows how 
well Scrubbis works against the hull. 

 Price Water tub Non-transparent plastic: 250 EUR 

 Price Large graphic signs: 25 EUR 
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7 Store Stand 90x210 section 
The store stand is a standard 90x210-section which we design with Scrubbis theme. We have also 
a 16” TV monitor showing a demo video. At the stand we have the products Scrubbis SET, 
Scrubbis PAINT and Cleaning head. We have also illustration and space for information brochure.  

 Price Full Store stand 90x210 section: 350 EUR 
 

  
 

 


